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rogramming contests often employ automatic
P
grading of submitted solutions, but frequently
in an ad-hoc way. This article describes our
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he USA Computing Olympiad annually conT
ducts six internet-based computer programming competitions, each including three

to four algorithmic tasks in each of three divisions. Coupled with the training camp compeattempt at creating a modular and flexible gradtitions, a typical annual USACO `problem
ing system called Moe, which is not tied to the
budget’ approaches 75 new tasks at three disspecifics of a single contest.
tinct levels of difficulty.
In order to exploit a distributed coaching
staff, USACO developers created and evolved
the web-based `probgate’ problem-development system to speed production of acceptable quality programming contest tasks that
are machine-gradable, well-accepted, and
yield no or few complaints, regrades, or
requests for clarification.
This paper describes each of the major
modules and shows
how they are used
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in the
big ev
he goal of a programming con- methods s competitors in
a
test grading system is to take take part
unknown code and execute it on test
data. Since the code is frequently buggy and potentially malicious, it is necessary to run the code in a
restricted environment to prevent it from damaging
the grading system, bypassing resource constraints, or stealing information in order to obtain a
better score.
We present some background on methods to
construct such a restricted environment. We then
describe how the South African Computer Olympiad
has used a Linux Security Module to implement a
restricted environment, as well as the limitations of
our solution.
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his article presents a genT
eral overview of the historic development, exploration and practice of CNOI
during the past 23 years. It
includes: 1) some historical
data recording the development of CNOI; 2) main contest activities organized by
the Scientific Committee and
Competition Committee of
NOI of CCF, and some rele-

vant management experiences; 3) the selection mechanism for the best contestants of CNOI; 4) the development and characteristics of a
testing and evaluation system; 5) the development and
characteristics of a visible
team competition; 6) training
of contestants and teachers,
and the improvement and perfection of competition rules.

